ABSTRACT: The use of magnetic fields in neutron scattering experimentation is reviewed briefly. Two general areas of application can be distinguished. 
INTRODUCTION
The uses of magnetic fields in neutron scattering experiments can be divided into two, not necessarily mutually exclusive, areas. In one, a field is applied to modify the properties of the scattering sample. This modification may manifest itself in a variety of ways. In magnetic structure studies it is sometimes possible to produce single-domain specimens, the preparation of single-Q crystals of chromium by field-cooling is a good example.U)(2) A large body of research has utilized the directional sensitivity of the scattering of neutrons by electronic magnetic moments.
Since only those components of the moments that are perpendicular to the scattering vector participate in the scattering process, the magnetic scattering can be made to go to zero, or to a maxi mum by turning the moments into or perpendicular to the scattering vector. An example is the separation of magnetic diffuse scattering from nuclear diffuse scattering in ferromagnetic 3-d alloys. This directional dependence is as well the basis for the ORNL magnetically-pulsed correlation chopper.(3) Strong magnetic fields are used to induce magnetic moments in paramagnetic metals and these are in turn investigated with polarized beams produced^by the action of a magnetic field on a suitably tailored monochromator-polarizer.
Moderate to strong fields are used to induce magnetic phase transitions and to investigate the related areas of multicritical phenomena and more recently, the random fie 1 a problem. In the area of inelastic scattering the application of a magnetic field can alter the magnon spectrum. The study of magnon dispersion in applied fields has been used to isolate the sources of anisotropy in rare earth metals.
At very low temperatures and in strong magnetic fields systems of nuclear moments can become polarized to an appreciable extent. This can have important consequences in neutron crystallography^) s i n t| ie measuremerit of spin dependent scattering lengths of appropriate nuclei,' 5 ) and in the observation of order in nuclear spin systems.
With the advent of pulsed neutron sources one nay anticipate that pulsed magnets will be used to achieve very high fields and make possible the investigation of transient magnetic behavior on a microscopic scale.
With these sources have come intensified efforts to develop new methods of polarizing thermal and epithermai neutron beans. p or the steady state source energy of the incident neutron beam is usually well defined.
The pel -(crystal, mirror, multilayer) need function at but a single navel en-ith at a time. Witn a pulsed neutron source one has need to polarize a "white" beam. Methods under consideration at present involve brute force polarization of protons in very high fields and very low temperatures and the dynamic polarization of protons, in relatively high fields and low temper atures, by coupling the proton spins with those of a paramagnetic impurity in a neutron filter. 
-5-where the first term is the contribution of Pauli spi.i paramagnetism, the second, Van Vleck orbital paramagnetism and the third and fourth the diamagnetic contributions from the core and outer electrons respectively.
It is usual to subtract off the third term, using an expression due to zz Stassis,(H) leaving a susceptibility due only to the outer electrons, X Q .
There are a number of difficulties associated with deriving accurate values of >'o( T ) f rom * ne experiments. Long counting times are required and this sets stringent demands on the stability of the system. In addition, there ara such effects as nuclear polarization, the neutron-spin neutronorbit interaction, diamagnetic scattering, sample nurity, and extinction that must be eliminated or for which corrections must be made. In general, these corrections can be made, reliably, but there is a class of errors inherent in the experimental arrangement employed that set a lower limit on the ultimate accuracy that can be achieved. These have been discussed in two oarlier papers (12) 
In a favorable case with x=10-3, H=6 x 10 4 , b=0.5, one finds r=.O23 f and if
we cirs asking to measure f to say _+ 0.025 then Ar=6xlO~~4 or "we are asking to measure R with an uncertainty of about 5x10-4. Generally we will be -Sinterasted in experiments in which we want accuracies in the flip; i i ratios in the range 5xlO~5 to 5xlQ"~4.
In most discussions of the polarized-beam technique, it is implicitly, assumed that there is no change in the velocity distribution of the incident neurons when their spin is reversed. This is not really true because as the neutrons enter the magnetic field at the sample position they are subject In the earlier work we pointed out that a deviation of as little as 0.02 den can produce effects far in excess of the desired total error of about 1Q-4 especially for sharp rocking curves. The ideal crystal for measurements of this type has a broad, flat-topped rocking curve.
There is another adverse effect that is peculiar to the superconducting magnets constructed for polarized beam work. These are usually built with It is difficult to make measurements of the satellites as T gets very close to Ti_ but the data show that q decreases continuously along the para-fan boundary as the triple point is approached, extrapolating to zaro at a temperature close to that obtained from other determinations of the triple point. Figure 2 is a summary of the variation of 6 along the fan-para phase boundary. The temperature dependence is in approximate agreement with the theoretical prediction of a LP.
-12-
This is clearly just one example of many where the application of an external field to a scattering sample is used in the study of phase transitions and critical phenomena.
I will conclude with remarks, en passant, on two additional problems.
These certainly merit more space than I can give them here and I refer the reader to the original literature. There has been great interest in the existence and of the magnitude of anisotropic two-ion exchange in the heavy rare earth metals. (29) An assessment of this anisotropy energy is accessible from the spin wave spectra of E> in the conical phase, (30) and from a study of the spin wave spectra of the ferromagnets Tb(31; and Dy(^2) -j n an applied magnetic field. Additional anisotropy information can be derived from the (H,T) dependence of the spin wave energy gap at q~0. In these experiments a field of 40-50 kOe (higher fields would be useful) is applied to the specimen along the easy, and the hard, directions in the base plane. Care must be taken to prevent the strong torques that develop when the field is along the hard direction from twisting the sample in its mount.
Finally, as part of a co-operative program between the United States and Japan there has been initiated at Oak Ridge a program for neutron scattering at very lot/ temperatures. Among the first such studies is that of the hyperfine-enhanced nuclear spin order of HoV0£.(33) j n these experiments the sample is cooled in zero field, below about 30 mK in a dilution refrigerator. Then starting from about 3 T the crystal is cooled by selfdemagnetization to 2.7 mK. Below 4.5 mK, magnetic diffraction peaks due to antiferromagnetic order in the hyperfine-enhanced spin system were observed.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Experimental and theoretical form factors for niobium. The calculation includes both orbital and spin contributions. A spin enhancement factor was obtained from a fit to the experimental g factor. The free atom form factor for Nb falls off much less rapidly.
2. Temperature dependence of S along the fan-para phase boundary in MnP.
The solid line is a least squares fit of the theoretical relation to the experimental data. 
